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Abstract
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a prevalent data format used in cloud-based platforms that support composable digital manufacturing workflows. The current work presents a method to translate the logics found in JSON Schema into OWL axioms, in order
to facilitate ontology-based unified data validation with JSON data. The specific contributions of this paper include the demonstration of using a formal ontology for the logic translation and data validation, a technique for disambiguating implicit relations found
in JSON Schema as explicit OWL properties, and mapping JSON Schema validation keywords to equivalent OWL expressions.
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1. Introduction
The motivation for the current work stems from an ongoing effort to integrate semantic technologies within a
cloud-based platform that supports composable digital manufacturing workflows. For example, on such a platform,
a user would create design and manufacturing data that are passed around different service applications to perform
modeling, simulation, optimization, process planning, etc. In this scenario, we would like to use ontologies, specifically in the OWL (Web Ontology Language) format, to mainly validate the data before they are consumed by different
applications. In addition, this approach can enable semantic integration of data coming from different sources and
make new inferences about given data so that the data can be interpreted by each application.
One significant challenge identified was that existing applications had already committed to their own data models
and formats, often with strong resistance to any change that would facilitate integrating semantic technologies to work
with their data. Hence, we had to develop techniques to work with existing data models and formats.
In particular, JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) was the most prevalent data format used on our cloud platform
to exchange data between applications. JSON is language-independent, based on a nested set of key-value pairs, and
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considered as an easier-to-use alternative to XML (Extensible Markup Language). JSON data can be validated using
JSON Schema, which is also written in the JSON format but with a specific set of validation keywords.
To perform ontology-based data validation with JSON data, one must: 1) map a JSON Schema file to an OWL
ontology and 2) translate JSON data as OWL individuals based on the mapping. During the first task, we realized that
much of the logics expressed in JSON Schema could be translated into corresponding OWL axioms that can be used
for data validation. The current paper presents the technique developed to make this translation.
Several efforts have been made to map different data formats to OWL, including from XML [1, 2], UML [3],
EXPRESS [4, 5], relational database schema [6], etc. In contrast, our work addresses mapping between JSON and
OWL. The previous efforts of [7] and [8] also worked on mapping between JSON and OWL, but their work focused
on translating JSON data into ontology classes and instances, not the logics of JSON Schema. The most relevant work,
[9], used a model transformation language to translate JSON Schema logics into OWL axioms. However, their work
was done with the initial version of JSON Schema and hence did not deal with cardinality and data value restrictions
that can now be translated from the latest version (draft-07). Also, our work automates part of the translation process,
e.g., mapping implicit relations in JSON Schema to corresponding object or data properties in an OWL ontology.
With the capability to translate JSON Schema logics into OWL axioms, unified data validation can be achieved.
Figure 1 (a) shows how data validation is currently performed. A particular JSON data file is validated in different
stages, e.g., against a JSON Schema file and then a pre-application validation script, before it is sent to an application.
In contrast, Figure 1 (b) shows how the logics from different sources could be combined under a unified ontology.
For example, the ontology could be first extended from an existing formal ontology, carrying along its axioms, then
logics from JSON Schema and other application-specific validators could be translated as additional axioms of the
ontology. Then, a particular JSON data file can be validated in a single step using the unified ontology. This approach
also separates out the logics embedded within different data models and applications into a more common, explicit,
and discoverable form, which can facilitate the management and reuse of the logics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we provide some background information that elucidates the
translation challenge addressed by the current work. Next, we present the translation method developed, followed by
an example scenario to demonstrate the application of the method. We end the paper with some conclusions.

Fig. 1. (a) Current data validation process; (b) Unified data validation via an ontology.

2. Background information on JSON, JSON Schema, and OWL axioms
JSON data consist of a nested set of data objects (key-value pairs). Figure 2 (a) shows a JSON data example. Values
can be one of the primitive data types such as Boolean, string, integer, etc., or another data object. Data objects can be
categorized using hierarchical relations, but the semantics of those relations are not explicitly defined in the schema.
Valid JSON data can be specified with a JSON Schema file. Figure 2 (b) shows the corresponding JSON Schema
file for the JSON data example. JSON Schema follows the same syntactic structure as JSON data, but uses a set of
validation keywords to specify the corresponding data. To specify a particular data object, the keyword “properties” is
used. Then, the allowed key name is stated, followed by a collection of additional specifications about that particular
data object. For example, the keyword “type” specifies the data type allowed for the value of the data object or
whether the value is another data object. If the latter is true, the keyword “properties” is used again to define the
nested data object. Additional validation keywords are used to further specify restrictions on the data, e.g., “required”,
“minLength”, “enum”, etc., a combination of which constitutes the logics used to validate a particular JSON data file.
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Fig. 2. (a) Example JSON data; (b) JSON Schema for the data.

The types of OWL axioms to be translated from JSON Schema logics are of the following forms. We use the
Manchester syntax [10] throughout this paper, with OWL classes italicized and OWL properties in bold.
• Class Object Property <cardinality expression> Class
• Class Data Property <cardinality expression> <datatype expression>
• Class Data Property value <literal>
3. Method
A method was developed to translate the logics of JSON Schema (draft-07) into the types of OWL axioms presented
above. First, each data object specified in JSON Schema is mapped to a corresponding class in an ontology. Next,
implicit relations found in JSON Schema are mapped to explicitly defined object or data properties in the ontology.
Then, equivalent OWL expressions of cardinality restrictions for a set of JSON validation keywords are identified.
Finally, for data property axioms, data type or data value restrictions are identified from JSON validation keywords.
3.1. Mapping JSON Schema data objects to ontology classes
The first step is to map each JSON data object to a corresponding class in an ontology. Ideally, an existing upper
ontology such as DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering) [11] or BFO (Basic Formal
Ontology) [12] can be extended to include application-specific classes to which mappings can be made. Starting with a
formal, upper ontology ensures that all the application-specific classes can be extended from a single ontology, which
is essential for unified data validation, and the logical theories that are part of the formal ontology can be reused.
The extension of a formal ontology and class mappings are performed manually. Mappings are annotated directly
on a JSON Schema file, by using a keyword “iri” to specify the corresponding ontology IRI (Internationalized Resource Identifier) for each data object. Figure 3 illustrates this step.
3.2. Inferring OWL properties from implicit relations in JSON Schema
JSON Schema does not include explicit definitions of relations between data objects, but only has a single relation
type via “properties” that implicitly carry different meanings depending on the data objects involved. A method was
developed to disambiguate such relation and map it to a corresponding OWL property defined in an ontology. The goal
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Fig. 3. Illustration of mapping data objects from JSON Schema to corresponding classes in an BFO-extended ontology

here was to automate part of the overall mapping process, which can be achieved by using the technique presented
below and a set of generic relations already defined in a formal ontology.
If we assume that data objects have been mapped to corresponding OWL classes and the ontology contains a set of
OWL properties defined with domain and range restrictions, the problem can be formulated as follows:
arg min dist(domain(x), range(x))

(1)

x∈P

where P is a set of OWL object properties, x, defined in the ontology. dist(a, b) computes the shortest path between the
classes a and b where the ontology is transformed into a graph as follows: nodes represent classes and edges represent
the existence of subclass axioms between the classes or object property axioms with the classes defined as its domain
and range. This equation can be solved with any algorithm used to find the shortest path in a graph.
3.3. Finding equivalent OWL cardinality restrictions for JSON validation keywords
For a pair of data objects related in JSON Schema, depending on specific combinations of validation keywords
used, the following rules can be used to identify equivalent OWL cardinality restrictions:
• If the child data object is “required” and part of an “array”, the equivalent OWL expression is [min 1]
• If the child data object is “required” and not part of an “array”, the equivalent OWL expression is [exactly 1]
For the example schema in Figure 2 (b), each of the two rules is applicable for identifying the cardinality restriction
involved in the relations between “milling process” and 1) “operator” and 2) “id”, respectively.
3.4. Finding equivalent OWL data value/type restrictions for JSON validation keywords
As the last step, if the relation found in JSON Schema is between a data object and a data type, our method uses
the following rules to map validation keywords to equivalent data value or data type restriction expressions in OWL.
The acronyms rV and dT stand for restriction value and data type expressions, respectively.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“maximum” → xsd:double[<= rV]
• “pattern” → xsd:double[pattern rV]
“exclusiveMaximum” → xsd:double[< rV]
• “allOf” → dR1 and dR2
“minimum” → xsd:double[>= rV]
• “anyOf” → dR1 or dR2
“exclusiveMinimum” → xsd:double[> rV]
• “oneOf” → ((dR1 or dR2 ) and not (dR1 and dR2 ))
“maxLength” → xsd:double[maxLength rV]
• “not” → not dR
“minLength” → xsd:double[minLength rV]
• “const” → has value value <literal>
“enum” → has value value <literal1 > or has value value <literal2 > or ...
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4. Example scenario
The JSON data and JSON Schema shown in Figure 2 are considered for an example scenario. We took Basic Formal
Ontology 2.0 [12] as the starting formal ontology and extended it to include application-specific classes, which are
mapped to the data objects found in the schema. This resulted in the following set of subclass and equivalent class
axioms. GDC stands for generically dependent continuant, which mainly subsumes information content entities.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

“milling process” ≡ milling process
milling process ⊆ BFO: process
“operator” ≡ operator
operator ⊆ BFO: object
“id” ≡ identifier
identifier ⊆ BFO: GDC
“value” ≡ data value
data value ⊆ BFO: GDC

9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

“unit” ≡ data unit
data unit ⊆ BFO: GDC
“name” ≡ name
name ⊆ BFO: GDC
“experience level” ≡ experience level
experience level ⊆ BFO: Quality
“duration” ≡ BFO: 1-D temporal region

After the class mappings are made, additional axioms are automatically translated from JSON Schema using our
method. The ontology included a set of relations documented in [12] as part of BFO, e.g., has participant, located in,
bearer of, etc., plus a relation between an information content entity and an entity it represents, is about [13] and its
inverse relation represented by. These relations serve as the potential object properties to which the implicit relations
found JSON Schema could be mapped. Axioms translated from the example schema in Figure 2 (b) are as follows.
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

milling process represented by exactly 1 ID
milling process has participant min 1 operator
identifier has value exactly 1 (xsd:int or xsd:string)
data value has value exactly 1 xsd:double[>0.0]
data unit has value value “s” or [...] “m” or [...] “h”

21)
22)
23)
24)

operator represented by exactly 1 personal name
operator bearer of exactly 1 experience level
name has value exactly 1 xsd:string[maxLength 40]
experience level has value exactly 1 xsd:int

To demonstrate unified data validation, shown below is an additional logical constraint that is currently checked
at the application level, but could be included as part of the axioms in the ontology. The axiom states that a milling
process must be carried out by an operator who has an experience level denoted higher than 2.
28) milling process has participant min 1 (operator and bearer of exactly 1 (experience level and has value exactly
1 xsd:int[>2]))
Also, the following axiom from BFO could be included, which states that every occurrent (hence every process)
must occupy some temporal region [12].
29) process occupies temporal region min 1 temporal region
To validate a JSON data file, it is translated into OWL statements about individuals based on the mappings established. Then, closed world assumption is enabled for reasoning. OWL-API [14] and HermiT reasoner [15] were used
for data translation and reasoning. Due to space constraints, the exact translation steps are not presented here.
Figure 4 shows an example of JSON data and the translated OWL statements in the Turtle syntax, which would be
inconsistent with the three types of axioms shown above. The data violates: Axiom #22 – the operator ”Alice” does
not have any experience level defined, Axiom #28 – the operator “Bob” does not have enough experience level for
performing milling, and Axiom #29 – the milling process does not have a temporal region, e.g., “duration”, defined.
5. Conclusions
The current work presented a method to translate JSON Schema logics into OWL axioms, for the goal of enabling
unified data validation on a digital manufacturing platform. This was necessary to overcome the resistance to adopting
new data models and formats, which is a prevalent challenge in the practical application of semantic technologies.
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Fig. 4. (a) Example data that is inconsistent with the ontology; (b) Translated OWL statements about individuals in the Turtle syntax.

Using an existing formal ontology was essential in the current work. A formal ontology, namely BFO, provided the
common backbone for accommodating the mappings of data objects from JSON Schema, a set of generic relations that
could be used to disambiguate implicit relations in JSON Schema, and axioms that are useful during data validation.
Not all the logics in JSON Schema were translated into OWL axioms. For example, JSON Schema supports quantifying over properties, e.g., “maxProperties”, which are not natively supported in OWL. Also, rules expressed with
“if/then/else” keywords and data value arrays could only be translated using SWRL [16] and OWL LIST [17], respectively, which are not supported with many Description Logic reasoners. Nevertheless, the current work has contributed
a method for integrating OWL ontologies with JSON data, a prominent data format used in cloud-based platforms.
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